Promethean Classroom Solutions
Interactive Displays
Why Promethean?

Transform ordinary lessons into captivating learning experiences with Promethean interactive displays. The ActivBoard, ActivTable, and ActivPanel feature intuitive interactive surfaces designed to engage minds, open eyes, and invigorate
clasrooms.

All ActivBoards come
with the Promethean
Projector Promise!
To ensure that
our customers’
investments
in interactive
technology
solutions stand
the test of time, we are delighted
to offer the Promethean
Projector Promise. This Promise
allows customers to purchase
replacement projectors and
lamps at preferential pricing,
lowering the total cost of
ownership of Promethean
ActivBoard Systems.

ActivBoards

ActivTable

ActivPanel

Learner Response Systems

In any classroom, testing, collaboration and
in-class conversations are vital to learning.
The typical question-and-answer format takes
on a whole new dimension with our interactive
Learner Response Systems that help make
assessment an easy, fun and immediately
effective part of learning.

ActiVote, ActivEngage, ActivExpression2

Interactive Tools

Promethean’s Interactive Tools are designed to offer endless versatility, enabling
teachers to create custom solutions tailored to
the individual goals and needs of any classroom, anywhere.

ActivSound

ActivPen, ActivSlate, ActivWand, ActivTablet,
ActivView, and ActivView

Interactive Content & Resources

Engage students and empower teachers with
interactive lessons and digital resources. Access
Promethean Planet for free and publisher created readymade lesons to minimize preperation time and maximize
teaching time.

Software

ventech.com
800.844.8895

Promethean Software is the resource-rich
foundation for your interactive learning
environment. Easily plan and create engaging,
collaborative lessons with award-winning software
designed to integrate seamlessly with all of our
interactive solutions. Venture is also a partner with
Lakeshore and can provide other software.
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V-Pledge: You can count on Venture Technologies to listen and understand your unique needs and
to design solutions that align with your business objectives. We pledge only to make commitments that
we can keep and to deliver IT solutions on-time and within budget through our highly skilled, resourceful
staff. At Venture, common sense, reason, and fairness frame our relationship with everyone we serve.
It all comes down to treating you the way we would like to be treated—with respect and integrity.

